We have performed an extensive analysis of auroral optical events (substorms) that occurred during the development of the main phase of magnetic storms. Using images from the Earth Camera on the Polar spacecraft (Frank et al., 1995) , we compared the optical emission features of substorms occurring during 16 expansion phases of magnetic storms with the features of isolated substorms occurring during non-storm times. The comparison used two techniques, visual inspection and statistical comparisons. The comparisons were based on the common characteristics seen in isolated substorms that were initially identified by Akasofu (1964) and quantified by Gjerloev et al. (2008) . We find that when auroral activity does occur during main phase development the characteristics of the aurora are very dissimilar to those of the classical isolated substorm. The primary differences include the lack of a surge/bulge, lack of bifurcation of the aurora, much shorter expansion phases, and greater intensities.
Introduction
recently summarized the status of the issue of storm-substorm relationships in a report of the StormSubstorm Relations Workshop in Banff, Albert, Canada. The consensus position seemed to accept the conclusion of Kamide (1992) that substorms are not a necessary condition for the occurrence of a magnetic storm. This conclusion evolved over several decades of study from the original hypothesis by Chapman (1962) that "a magnetic storm consists of sporadic and intermittent polar disturbances" that "I call polar substorms", which "appear also during rather quiet periods".
The optical or auroral manifestations of polar disturbances were organized in the seminal study of IGY all-sky camera photographs by Akasofu (1964) from which he defined the auroral substorm, with specific phases and characteristics (see Gjerloev et al., 2007 , for a quantification of the macroscale characteristics). Several years later he proposed the concept of the magnetospheric substorm, or the polar magnetic substorm (Akasofu, 1968) , whose manifestations included the auroral (optical) substorm and simultaneously ordered ground magnetic perturbations. Subsequently McPherron et al. (1970) added the growth phase. With the addition of magnetospheric measurements from spacecraft (primarily at synchronous altitude) during ground-based optical and magnetic perturbation measurements (e.g., see Kan, 1991) , concepts of the term substorm became generalized to include any "transient process initiated on the nightside of the earth in which a significant amount of energy derived from the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction is deposited in the auroral ionosphere and magnetosphere" (Rostoker et al., 1980) . This statement remains perhaps the most inclusive and generally accepted description of the term substorm and we adopt it for this analysis.
While the existence of multiple substorms is no longer considered a necessary condition for the development of magnetic storms (e.g., Kamide, 1992; McPherron, 1997) , their role in magnetic storms is still not clear. One thought is that transient electric fields associated with substorms may help trap plasma carried from the tail into the ring current by the global electric field, which in a static field would drift out the dayside magnetopause (McPherron, 1997) . This type of concept must assume that the magnetospheric electrodynamics of the substorm occurring during the main phase development of the magnetic storms are comparable to those of isolated substorms (Kamide, 1992) , since it is the electrodynamics of the isolated substorm that has received primary study. In fact, Kamide (1992) stated explicitly that: "There is no intrinsic difference between storm time substorms and usual substorms", a concept repeated by Gonzalez et al. (1994) in a review paper on magnetic storms.
In the ionosphere/thermosphere region the isolated substorm shows specific characteristics, not only in the optical emission patterns, but also in the patterns of the conductivities, electric field, ionospheric currents, and field-aligned currents (e.g., Kan et al., 1991; Fujii et al., 1994; Kamide et al., 1996; Hoffman, 2000, 2002) . However, to our knowledge, the comparability of the electrodynamics of isolated substorms and storm-time substorms has never been observationally proven. In fact, when Baumjohann et al. (1996) compared tail magnetic signatures during isolated substorms and storm-time "substorms" they found considerable differences. While they raised the question whether there are two types of substorms, they suggested that they could have different physical processes in the magnetosphere, but yet could still show the same aurora and electrodynamics in the ionosphere. The dubious basis for the conclusion that the two types of events have no apparent differences in the ionosphere suggests that additional investigations on the commonality of the electrodynamics might be of value. We argue that if we find an electrodynamic parameter during storm-time events that has different characteristics than during isolated events, it would not be appropriate to assume that the remaining electrodynamic characteristics are the same as the electrodynamic characteristics of isolated substorms.
To initiate an investigation of this assumption of commonality, we initially take a perspective of the substorm-storm relationship based solely on optical observations. We will compare the optical signatures of substorms that occurred during the development of the main phase magnetic storm with the optical signatures of the isolated substorm as defined by Akasofu (1964) and subsequently observed and quantified by global auroral images (Fujii et al., 1994; Gjerloev et al., 2007) . Two types of comparative analyses will be performed, a detailed visual comparison and a statistical comparison. Gjerloev et al. (2007) found that the Akasofu-type substorm is by far the predominant type of large-scale isolated auroral event during non-magnetic storm periods. After excluding pseudo-breakups and pressure pulse auroras, their analysis found 116 substorms after having to discard only about 20 additional events that did not display the classical characteristics. While these latter events would also be classified as substorms under the currently accepted definition (Rostoker et al., 1980) , we will use the term "isolated substorm" to refer to the 116 events that displayed the Akasofu-type characteristics. However, in spite of the fact that the optical signatures of these 116 events had large variations in their locations and temporal development, Gjerloev et al. (2007) found that the auroral emission patterns of the individual substorms could be normalized temporally and spatially to an average substorm pattern with surprisingly high correlation coefficients.
We do point out that this approach is a partial perspective of whether the electrodynamics of the isolated substorm also pertains to the substorms during the storm main phase, since global auroral images only provide indications of the locations of electron (and proton) precipitation and the resulting patterns of ionospheric conductivity (Germany et al., 1994) . However, we showed that this normalization success enabled the development of normalized patterns of the convection electric field and field-aligned currents for the isolated substorms (Fujii et al., 1994; Hoffman, 2001, 2002) .
We emphasize that this analysis does not use any ground magnetic data to identify storm-time auroral events. Only Sym-H is used to mark the onset time of the main phase storm and the time of minimum in Sym-H, providing the time periods of our study, so accuracy issues of the ring current parameters are of no consequence (Ohtani et al., 2005) .
Data from storm-times
The primary imaging data used in this study came from the Earth Camera (EC) images acquired by the Visible Imaging System (VIS) on the Polar spacecraft (Frank et al., 1995) . This camera provided global auroral images in the far ultraviolet (FUV) range of ∼124-149 nm in contrast to the more limited views but higher spatial resolution from its visible imaging camera. The ultraviolet images allowed the observation of the auroral oval into regions of some sunlight contamination, but since we required the most significant portion of the oval for each storm to be observed with reasonable aspect, our data are heavily biased towards the winter months. All observations were of the Northern Hemisphere. These data were supplemented by the 557.7 nm visible images from VIS that operated only during the winter months, so about half the storms had useable visible images. While the visible images were limited in spatial extent, they had seven times the spatial resolution, making them valuable for verifying the interpretation of the EC images. Unfortunately, the various VIS cameras had to share the same telemetry allocation, so the EC temporal resolution decreased from one image per minute to about one every five minutes when the visible cameras were active. To recover the higher time resolution, especially to obtain the onset times of events and to assure continuity in development, we supplemented the VIS data with images from the Ultraviolet Imaging system (UVI) (Torr et al., 1995) . For our analysis we preferred to use the VIS data over the UVI data because of its global coverage and increased spatial accuracy. Due to an imbalance of the Polar spacecraft apparently resulting from an incomplete erection of one of the spacecraft masts following launch, the spacecraft attained a slight wobble, which significantly smeared the acquisition of the optical data in one direction. The VIS data acquisition scheme was able to be modified in flight to eliminate most of this smearing (Frank and Sigwarth, 1997) .
Using images from several imaging systems does introduce concern over the different response functions of the imagers and the different color scales used in the displays. Fortunately the 557.7 nm visible images and the ultraviolet images respond primarily to similar electron energies, both in the keV region. Since the UVI data supplemented the EC data, allowing a qualitative normalization between the data sets during an event, and were used primarily for timing determinations and not spatial locations, any impacts of the differences in the data sets were minimized.
Sixteen magnetic storms during 1997 through 1999 were selected for inclusion in this study (Table 1) . Criteria for selection included Sym-H minimum of at least −50 nT, a decrease in Sym-H from onset without considerable recovery before reaching its minimum, and a single Sym-H minimum or an end to the period of study at the first minimum. Our set of storms contained many selected by Wu et al. (2004) in their study of "substorms" within storms, though their size criterion was Dst <30 nT, were associated only with magnetic clouds, and included the storm recovery phase. We did not use the storm shown as their example (their Figs. 1 and 3 ) because of the near recovery of Sym-H part way through the event. Most of the storms used in this study had a main phase between −60 and −120 nT, with two considerably larger at 175 and one at 225 nT. Main phase development times ranged from 2.25 h to nearly an entire day.
For some of the statistical analyses of this study it is important that coverage of the main phase development by auroral imaging be relatively uniform from onset to Sym-H min and with a sufficient number of events to draw generalized conclusions. Coverage from the 16 storms can be tested by normalizing storm time T for each storm between 0 and 1 from onset to Sym-H min. and counting the number of storms having auroral coverage as a function of T . Coverage for each storm is listed in Table 1 with the sum as a function of time T shown in Fig. 1 . Time from onset T =0 to T =almost 0.8 has 10 storms or more, but falls off to seven towards Sym-H min, still an adequate number for our purposes.
Storm-time substorm selection
The selection of an auroral optical event to be included in this study, or substorm per the Rostoker et al. (1980) definition, was based only on its optical characteristics that could be identified in the EC images:
-Onset during the expansion phase of a selected magnetic storm;
-An onset distinguishable from any existing auroras, but not necessarily localized ("point source"), as we required for isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2008) ;
-Brightening of the aurora during expansion;
-Maximum in area/intensity; -Decay in intensity (but our analysis ends at the maximum);
-At least the expanded region in darkness, and preferably most of the oval;
-A new event distinguished from an ongoing event if the two are clearly separated in magnetic local time, allowing two events to overlap in time.
We did not establish any quantitative threshold for the stormtime substorms, so we may not be totally self-consistent in the inclusion of smaller events. There were many weak and short-lived optical brightenings during the magnetic storm main phases that are not included. Since small, short events are not comparable temporally to isolated substorms, their neglect is not pertinent to our analyses. If a re-brightening leading to a new maximum occurred in the same MLT region as a maximum, provided there was not a considerable decay, the two brightenings were considered a single event.
We identified 54 events that had acceptable image coverage during the portions of the 16 storms.
From the images of a substorm, we determined the onset time and the maximum time. If onset appeared to be localized (see Gjerloev et al., 2008 , for examples), we measured the MLT and invariant latitude of the center of the area. While we record the values to the nearest tenth of an hour in MLT and 0.5 • in ILat the accuracies highly depend on the event characteristics. From the maximum image, if a surge were distinguishable from the auroral oval (a bifurcation), we measured the locations of the west and east ends of the surge/bulge aurora, the maximum latitude of any emissions, and the MLT of the west and east ends of the oval auroral emissions (see Gjerloev et al., 2008, for methodology) . For events without sufficient bifurcation we measured the MLT and ILat of the west and east ends of the total emission region associated with the event. The accuracy to which we can select these positions depends, of course, on the gradients in the emissions. We generally used as the boundary the transition from the purple to the medium blue color seen, for example, as a lining along the eastern edge of the brightening that ends around 1.5 MLT in Fig. 3f . Viewing the sequence of images helps define these positions, especially the end points. The selections are sufficiently accurate for the purpose of the analysis.
Comparisons
Two comparative techniques were employed to determine whether substorms occurring during magnetic storm main phases had common characteristics with isolated substorms, a visual comparison and a statistical comparison.
Visual comparisons
We first identify the optical characteristics of the isolated substorm that will be used for comparison. To illustrate we show a good example of an isolated substorm in Fig. 2 (from Gjerloev et al., 2007, Fig. 1 ). The characteristics are based on the commonalities identified by Akasofu (1964) and quantified by Gjerloev et al. (2008) . They include the following:
-An emission region (bulge) that arose in latitude out of the auroral oval -Bifurcation, separating the bulge aurora from the oval aurora -A surge head -Oval aurora offset to the east in MLT from the bulge aurora -A straight-line poleward boundary (seen best in original image), resulting in the highest latitude of the aurora near its center in MLT (caused by the bulge)
In performing our analysis we immediately realized that the substorms that occurred during the expansion phases of magnetic storms displayed a large gamut of characteristics unlike those found in the isolated bulge-type auroral substorm. As a result, for our visual comparisons we show the types of optical signatures encountered and identify how they are different from the characteristics of the isolated substorm. All the following examples of events during the main phase development are taken at the maximum of each event. The first example, Fig. 3a , is a classical-looking bulge-type substorm that expanded poleward out of the auroral oval (onset was in a short data gap but likely located at an ILat of about 62 • , somewhat after 21:00 MLT). It is characterized by a bifurcation of the optical emissions, giving a rather large total emission region in MLT (6 h) and latitude width (12 • invariant latitude), brightenings along the poleward edge and especially at the western head of the expanded region (surge), and a straight-line poleward boundary. The locations of the surge head and the bulge east end are identifiable. This is the best example of a substorm displaying the Akasofu (1964) events in this study, only 12 (22%) allowed the measure of the surge/bulge positions compared to 85% for isolated substorms. Many of these events did not develop out of a localized onset like an isolated substorm, but eventually evolved to show a bulge whose ends could be identified. Of the twelve, only seven (13%) could be considered to have the characteristics of the isolated substorm for various reasons. The next three images are examples of the most common type of event during a main-phase development, the brightened auroral oval, which makes up about 70% of the events. The event shown in Fig. 3b is minimal in extent, like three hours, which we have dubbed a blob. All of the expansion was eastward of the onset point and shows none of the isolated substorm characteristics. Figure 3c is a more typical brightened oval aurora that expanded a total of about five hours MLT east and west and a number of degrees poleward from the onset point. Note that it shows no surge head, bifurcation, or straight poleward boundary, so lacks the characteristics of an isolated substorm. In these two examples almost all the aurora was poleward of 60 • ILat. Figure 3d contains an example of a large MLT expansion, covering about eight hours of MLT, mostly to the east of the onset point. This type of event usually developed out of a very quiet and fairly narrow oval. Note the exceptionally low latitude location of the onset, with most of the ensuing pre-midnight aurora below 60 • ILat. It shows none of the characteristics of the bulge-type substorm. These three examples of the brightened oval aurora type of substorm do not show a development of a surge/bulge that rises in latitude out of the auroral oval and thus do not display any bifurcation or any other characteristic of the isolated substorm.
Next we show an event with an exceptionally high latitude boundary, extending to about 77 • ILat, but with a vague highlatitude cut-off (Fig. 3e) . It is composed of several rather north-south structures with weak emissions to the west but lacks the continuous high latitude boundary of a bulge. In total, the brightenings extend almost 12 h in local time. This is the most extensive example of this type of aurora. The next example is a huge event, both in local time and latitude extent (Fig. 3f) . The brightenings extend from about 1.5 MLT, the east end, through dusk to noon, and from 50 • to 70 • in latitude near midnight. Note that neither of these large events shows any of the characteristics of an isolated substorm.
Occasionally substorm emissions expanded and rapidly drifted to the west or east well past their onset MLT (9%). An intense dusk substorm appears in Fig. 3g with expansion well past 18:00 MLT towards noon. In following the development of this event one could argue that multiple brightenings occurred with the last near dusk at the maximum of the event.
In contrast the west, trailing end of the dawn event in Fig. 3h drifted entirely past the onset spot by three hours. Again, in neither type of substorm did the aurora bifurcate.
A rare event that appears something like a classical substorm at its maximum, because it contains an apparent surge head and a straight poleward boundary, is shown in the final figure (Fig. 3i) . However, note that the onset point was at 72 • ILat, whereas all the other onsets were below 65 • . Further, the aurora in the oval latitude region faded as the polar boundary aurora brightened. This was merely a brightening of a polar boundary arc.
Other events showed variations from the examples shown in Fig. 3 . But all these events (except that in Fig. 3a) clearly lack even some of the characteristics of the classical isolated auroral substorm. 
Statistical comparisons
From the measurements made on the spatial characteristics of each substorm selected during magnetic storm main phases we performed statistical comparisons with the characteristics of isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2007) . Comparisons could be made for onset locations, time of the expansion phase, and spatial expansions both in local time and latitude. Comparisons are made both between the distributions of these parameters and their median values.
Onset plots
We initially compare the distributions of locations of the onset (if localized onset) with distributions for isolated substorms. Forty-four of the 54 events (about 80%) were considered to have localized onsets. First we plot the locations in ILat as a function of MLT (Fig. 4a) for storm events. The data show considerable scatter with no apparent relationship. The histograms of the distributions in MLT and ILat are shown in Fig. 4b and c with similar histograms superposed for isolated substorms (dotted). Neither of the storm event distributions could be meaningfully fit with a Gaussian distribution as we did for the isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2007) . The median of the MLT distribution for storm-time substorms is about an hour later than for isolated substorms, 23.5 MLT compared to 22.4 MLT. The distribution is somewhat symmetric around midnight and very broad (±4 h MLT) in comparison to the distribution for isolated substorms, which is almost entirely prior to midnight and covers only about 4 h in total in MLT. The entire distribution is shifted considerably to lower latitudes, extending from 55.5 • to 71 • , with a median of 62.5 • , over three degrees lower. Since it is well known that the auroral oval moves equatorward as the storm develops (Feldstein and Starkov, 1967; Sheehan and Carovillano, 1978; Tverskaya et al., 1989) , we next investigated whether a shift in onset latitudes also occurred, first by plotting the ILat of onset as a function of normalized storm time (Fig. 5a ). In spite of the large scatter in points, there appears to be some trend towards lower latitude, with most of the shift after T =0.5. However, if the onset latitude is plotted as a function of Sym-H at the time of the substorm onset (Fig. 5b) , there is quite a clear trend towards lower latitudes as a function of ring current strength.
All onsets occurred within the pre-event oval. Nearly half of the onsets occurred when the background auroral oval was quiet and weak, and nearly half when there was some type of activity, ranging from bright, small blobs, a narrow, bright oval (arc as seen in the visible imager) to a long existing, fat, active oval. The remaining few events occurred during the decay of a previous event or arose at another MLT from the ongoing event.
Development from onset to maximum
The time for development from onset to maximum is next plotted in Fig. 6 as a histogram and superposed on the development time for isolated substorms (from Gjerloev et al., 2007, Fig. 4 ). The differences in both the distribution and median development time are striking, the latter being only 15 min, half that for isolated substorms (see Table 2 ). Note that the lowest bar of the histogram is comparable to the temporal resolution of the images and thus the ability to track the development of an event.
Following the analysis of Wu et al. (2004, Fig. 4 ), we plot in histogram format the number of substorm onsets relative to the time of Sym-H minimum (Fig. 7a) , and likewise find that most onsets occurred within the 10 h prior to Sym-H minimum. (They used Dst min. and binned in 10-h intervals.) The results of Wu et al. would be expected irrespective of any relationship between substorms and time into a main phase development, since short developing main phases would have all their substorms much closer to Dst minimum than long developing storms. Half of our main phase development times were less than 10 h. However, when we plot in Fig. 7b the onset times as a function of normalized storm time, and also normalized to the storm-time coverage (Fig. 1) , we no longer observe this relationship. Instead we find a curious cluster of onsets within 0.20 normalized time after the onset of the Sym-H decrease followed by a complete lack of events for the next 0.10. A detailed look at this initial cluster of events shows that no event had its onset simultaneous with the onset of Sym-H decrease, but the cluster occurred between 0.03 to 0.14 in normalized time, with no further event until 0.32. Further investigations of this curious phenomenon, if statistically real, are beyond the scope of this report.
Expansion characteristics
Next we evaluate the expansion of the substorms from onset to the maximum of the events, measuring the MLT expansions ( MLT) west and east from onset and the expansions in ILat ( ILat). We don't evaluate the absolute values of these expansion locations because of the large variation in the onset locations (Fig. 4a) . We then compare the expansion characteristics with those obtained from isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2007) . While such comparisons may not all be quantitatively appropriate because of the differences in the gross features of the two sets of events, they do help reveal the differences of auroral activity under the two different conditions. Figure 8 contains a histogram of the expansions in MLT for all the storm-time events with localized onsets (46), the left figure for westward expansion, the right figure for eastward expansion. The westward expansion was measured at the furthermost westward brightening of the aurora. The typical expansion was almost two hours westward in MLT, and the few bulge-type events lay well within the total distribution, though their median (−2.5 h) was slightly larger (not shown). The distribution has several events with large westward expansions. These are the dusk events, an example of which appears as Fig. 3g . During isolated substorms, the western-most expansion was the west end of the surge/bulge region, whose distributions are also shown in Fig. 8 (left) (from Fig. 9 , Gjerloev et al., 2007) . The median expansion was −2.2 h MLT, larger in MLT than the median for all the events during storm development (−1.8 h) in spite of not having comparable "dusk events". On the other hand, the western end of the oval aurora during isolate substorms (see Fig. 10 , Gjerloev et al., 2007) , which was almost always less than the western end of the bulge, showed a median expansion of only −0.7 h MLT west, considerably less than the typical expansion of the storm-time substorms. Thus we find that the westward expansions of storm-time substorms are typically different than the expansion of isolated substorms, much larger than the oval aurora, but smaller than the bulge aurora. We list the median values in Table 2 .
Figure 8 (right) contains the eastward expansions for all the events that expanded from a localized onset. The magnitudes of the eastward expansions were typically about twice as large as the westward expansions, with a median of 3.9 h. The few bulge-type events showed considerably less expansion (not shown). This eastward expansion of the storm-time substorms was typically an oval expansion, more like the eastward expansion of the oval aurora during isolated substorms. When we compare in Fig. 8 (right) these eastward oval expansions we find the medians for stormtime substorms to be almost an hour of MLT further east, 3.9 vs. 3.0 h. On the other hand, the expansion of the east end of the bulge for isolate substorms was considerably smaller, 2.5 h MLT (not shown), even smaller than the few bulge-type events during storm main phase development (3.0 h MLT).
These comparisons of the end locations of the oval auroras in MLT from the onset locations give an impression that besides an overall expansion from the onset region there is superposed typically a larger eastward drift of the precipitation region during the main-phase substorms than during isolated substorms. This is especially noteworthy considering that the expansion times are typically much shorter for storm-time substorms (see Table 2 for summary of expansions).
Similarly, in Fig. 9 (left), we plot the poleward expansion ( ILat) at the west end of substorms during storm development. The distribution is very broad, with a considerable number showing equatorward motions (negative values). The few quasi bulge-type events generally showed a large poleward expansion. In contrast, expansion of the west end of the isolated substorms (superimposed in Fig. 9 ) was never equatorward, and the median was twice as large (Table 2). This quantitatively confirms our visual inspection of the images that the storm-time substorms do not show the rise of a surge out of the oval aurora. Thus the apparent rise of the surge/bulge out of the oval aurora is due to two factors, an actual rise in latitude and a MLT separation of the surge to the west of the oval aurora. Note that this MLT separation could never be observed in any of the oval expansion events (Fig. 3b-d) , the dominant type of storm-time event, because it would require a bifurcation of the event.
The median of the latitude expansion of the east end of the storm events (Fig. 9, right) was small, with almost half the expansions equatorward. Within measurement accuracy, none of the bulge-type expanded equatorward. No measurements of this parameter were made for isolated substorms for comparison, but it was noted in Gjerloev et al. (2007) (see their Fig. 15 ) that there was little movement in latitude of the east end of the oval aurora during expansion, consistent with the east end of storm-time substorms. This common trait adds evidence that the storm time substorms are primarily oval aurora events. Finally we compare the ILat expansions of the emissions for those substorms with localized onsets to give a measure of the latitude extent of expansion and another comparison with the expansion of isolated substorms. We must first ask where to make this measurement, since we note in the examples in Fig. 3 that the maximum expansion is not necessarily near the MLT of the onset. While Gjerloev et al. (2007) noted that the maximum expansion for isolated substorms was close to the onset MLT, we cannot assume that stormtime substorms have this characteristic. Figure 10 contains a histogram of the differences in MLTs of the maximum expansions compared with the MLTs of onsets for the storm-time substorms. We should point out that selecting the MLT of the maximum expansion cannot be done very accurately, but we are just looking for statistical trends. While there is a clustering of points around MLT=0, there are many scattered in the positive (eastward) direction, up to 3 h. The median change is about 0.4 h. This would indicate that we should make the latitude expansion measurements at the MLT of the maximum width of the expanded emissions rather than at the onset MLT. For comparison we also show in Fig. 10 a histogram for the same measurement for isolated events. The distribution is fairly symmetric around 0 h with a median of about 0.1, confirming the observation of Gjerloev et al. (2007) . For storm-time substorms about 50% of the locations of maximum expansion were within 1 h of onset whereas about 70% of the isolated substorms were so clustered. This measurement complements those of the expansion measurements of the west and east ends of the expanded emission regions discussed above, again indicating a trend for an apparent eastward drift of the region of emissions compared to isolated substorms. Figure 11 (left) contains a histogram of the equatorward expansions of the emissions from the ILat of onset at the location of maximum width for storm-time events. The median expansion is shown in Table 2 . The superposed histogram for isolated events shows a smaller expansion, with the median listed in Table 2 . Similarly Fig. 11 (right) contains the same types of data for the poleward expansions with the medians shown in Table 2 . We find that the poleward expansion at the maximum width is larger for isolated substorms, but the equatorward expansion is larger for storm-time substorms, with storm-time events showing a slightly larger total expansion. The poleward expansion is about twice the amount as the equatorial expansion for storm-time events, but three times the amount for isolated events.
This analysis of the latitude expansion of storm-time substorms versus isolated substorms indicates that the stormtime substorms start at lower latitude and expand less in the poleward direction but more in the equatorial direction than the isolated substorms, keeping the expansion closer to the original auroral oval. The larger poleward expansion of the isolated substorms gives them their bulge shape and the rather straight poleward boundary seen in the images. The inability of the isolated substorms to expand much equatorward results in the total latitude expansions for the two types of substorms to be about the same.
In summary, we have compared the expansion characteristics of the extremities of the substorms emission regions and of the centers in MLT and ILat of storm-time substorms with isolated substorms. In all cases these comparisons indicate that the storm-time substorms show the characteristics of an expanding auroral oval rather than the rising of a bulge out of the auroral oval.
Discussion

Selection of events
The selection of substorms during the development of the magnetic storm main phase was more difficult than the selection of isolated substorms. For the isolated substorm study we used only bulge-type events, discarding any that did not have the characteristics of the classical Akasofu-type (1964) event. That study had 116 substorms, with about 20 other events discarded that did not display the classical characteristics. We encountered very few events that were uncertain to include because of their weak intensity. Thus the classical auroral substorm was by far the predominant isolated auroral event during non-magnetic storm periods, which justifies using that type of auroral display for comparison with storm-time substorms. As in this study, other events were also discarded due to contaminating sunlight or poor aspect.
We tried to keep the selection criteria as consistent with the isolated substorms criteria as possible (see Gjerloev et al., 2007, for discussion) . However, we did not eliminate any particular auroral emission form like we did for the isolated substorms, since there was no particular form with a high percentage of occurrences. As mentioned in the Selection of Events, we did not include the many weak and short-lived optical brightenings during the magnetic storm main phases that we found.
We have also evaluated the impact of the color scales used in the images. A noticeable difference between isolated and storm-time events is the typical intensity. The survey images we used contained a color scale to 45 counts/pixel for the isolated substorms, but 100 counts/pixel for the stormtime events. This factor of two increase indicates that the storm-time events were roughly twice as bright as the isolated events, since the measured brightness in kR of the aurora within the wavelength interval of measurement is linear with the count rate. Even then, a few saturated the images, requiring an even larger scale to evaluate the structure of the event. To verify that we were not missing a type of event not categorized in Fig. 3 because of its lower intensities, we changed the counts/pixel scale to 50 for one storm. We found one clear additional event that started with a local onset, expanded in four to five minutes, and decayed. It did not contain a surge, bifurcate, or display a straight poleward boundary as for isolated substorms. It would be categorized as a "blob" (see Fig. 3b ). Thus we conclude that the typical auroral event during storm main phase development is over twice as bright as isolated substorms.
The study by Lui et al. (2000) gives credence to our approach of ignoring small events. They obtained the probability distribution in spatial size and power of the auroral output from the magnetosphere system for all scale sizes, from 10 3 to almost 10 7 sq. km, separated into quiet time and substorm time intervals. They found a power law in the probability distribution during quiet times, but the power law for substorm times (including one magnetic storm) held only to about 5×10 4 sq. km, followed by a broad maximum (and peak in the dissipation power) to their largest events. They interpreted the power law distributed events as bursty, internal (localized) relaxations of the systems, consistent with simple avalanche (sandpile) models of the system, whereas the large events were interpreted as global reconfigurations. Our small events, such as shown in Fig. 3b , contained an area of about 10 6 sq. km, and the statistics of isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2007, Figs. 11-13 ) also indicate at least this size range. Thus our events, both isolated substorms and main phase substorms, lie well into their class of global reconfigurations. While small events that we did not include may also have been of the types involving global reconfiguration, the only impact of not including them would be in our statistics of expansion, where the expansion times and spatial extent may be missing events at the lower ends of the distributions (Figs. 6, 8, 9 and 11) .
Of the 12 substorms that did allow the measurement of the west and east ends of a possible surge/bulge, only two had all the primary characteristics of the isolated substorm (compare Fig. 3a with Fig. 2 ). Four did not expand from a spot, six did not show a brightened surge head, four did not bifurcate and four did not show a straight poleward boundary, indicative of a lack of a bulge that expands the poleward boundary near the middle of the event. Thus, considering all 54 events, we can conclude that seldom do the optical features of auroral brightenings during the development of the main phase of a magnetic storm show the characteristics of an isolated substorm.
While there were a sufficient number of storm-time events to perform this analysis, there was an insufficient number to yield distributions of the various parameters that could be mathematically represented (e.g., by Gaussian distributions) for quantitative comparisons as we did in the statistical analysis of isolated substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2007) . Note in the figures that the average values deviated considerably in some cases from the medium values. Thus, in the section on expansion characteristics we worked primarily with medians in the distributions, which were adequate indicators of the behavior of the emission regions.
Interpretation of the measurements
We have found that the optical emissions during storm-time substorms do not display the same types of characteristics as seen during isolated substorms. The differences include:
1. onsets at considerably lower latitudes; 2. onsets at later local times; 3. much shorter expansion phases; 4. greater intensities by a factor of two;
5. lack of a surge/bulge; 6. lack of bifurcation; 7. seldom a straight poleward boundary; 8. smaller poleward expansion but larger equatorward expansion;
9. indications of an eastward drift of the expanding emission region;
10. larger variation in shapes and sizes in contrast to the classical auroral substorm.
1 and 2: The first two items could be attributed to a more distorted magnetospheric topology during storm development due to the strengthening of the ring current and the convection electric field than during isolated substorms. The onset latitudes show a displacement equatorward of about 0.1 • per nT for a Sym-H decrease from 0 to −120 nT, where Sym-H was measured at time of substorm onset (Fig. 5b) . This is almost three times the rate of decrease in latitude of the center of the westward electrojet current as a function of Dst as reported by Feldstein et al. (1997) . The three largest events could indicate a limit to this equatorward offset. Besides the distortion of the magnetosphere, the higher E field magnitudes measured in the magnetosphere during high Kp would drive plasma deeper into the magnetosphere (Rowland and Wygant, 1998) . The clear trend towards lower latitudes of the onset location as a function of ring current strength shown in Fig. 5b extends the concern expressed by Gonzalez (1994) regarding the accuracy of classical auroral indices in representing the magnitude of a substorm during great storms to any magnetic storm. Feldstein et al. (1994) observed that the peak in latitude of the electrojet magnetic perturbation during the latter part of the expansion phase is at lower latitudes than most of the traditional index stations. By using subauroral station magnetograms, they built a corrected AE index, which during storms appeared to be twice as large as the traditional one.
The dependence of the onset location on Sym-H (Fig. 5b) explains the tail to 55 • latitude in the histogram of the onset distribution in Fig. 2b of Frey et al. (2004) , since their onset selections were independent of magnetic activity, such as indicated by Sym-H. Their distribution shows the same extent of the distribution of onset points as shown in Fig. 4c for storm-time events. In contrast there is no low latitude tail in the distribution of onsets for isolated substorms, which cuts off at 62 • degrees, near the middle of the storm-time distribution.
3 and 4: The shorter development time for substorms during ring current development than for isolated substorms is quite remarkable (Fig. 6 ). Could it be that the short development time does not allow enough time for the bulge to rise out of the oval to bifurcate and, therefore, evolve into a classical substorm? We suggest not, for two reasons. First, the expansion size in ILat for both types of events is comparable, so there seems no temporal impediment for a bulge to rise out of and separate itself from the oval aurora. Second, if we lump together just the substorms with more restricted oval brightenings (forms b, c and d in Fig. 3 ), which seem to have comparable latitudinal characteristics, we do find some dependence in the magnetic local time length on expansion time (Fig. 12) . Thus, again, one would expect bulge-type events to be able to develop at least for the longer expansion time substorms.
The factor of two greater intensities and shorter development times of the emissions indicate that the electron precipitation mechanism for the storm-time events is a more intense and dynamic mechanism even than for the electron precipitations in the surge region of isolated substorms (Fujii et al., 1994) . The greater precipitation intensities will result in highly enhanced conductances, possibly exceeding 100 mhos, perhaps allowing larger currents to dissipate energy at a higher rate and thereby affecting the time it would take to deplete the magnetospheric source.
Storm-time coverage by the images during the 16 storms was 98 h. With a total of 54 substorms, that gives an average of about 2 h between substorm onsets. With a median substorm expansion duration of something like 15 min or less, a substorm expansion is not occurring most of the time during the main phase development. Thus one must question whether substorms in any form play an important role in storm main phase development.
5, 6 and 7: Probably the most significant characteristics that differentiate the storm-time substorms from isolated substorms are the lack of a surge/bulge and bifurcation of the aurora. These features are characteristics of the existence of a substorm current wedge, the ionospheric portion of the three-dimensional current system coupling the magnetosphere with the ionosphere and indicative of unloading energy that was stored in the tail. Instead, we find that the storm-time events appear more as brightenings of the auroral oval, raising the question of where a Harang discontinuity (or region; see Gjerloev and Hoffman, 2001 ) would lie.
The straight-line polar boundary of the emissions characterizing the isolated substorm as especially seen in the original images is merely a manifestation of the existence of a classical bulge. Since the maximum poleward expansion is much larger than the latitudinal expansion near the ends of the emission region, the shape of the poleward boundary on the curvature of the earth gives the impression of a straight line. Thus the lack of a straight-line polar boundary implies the lack of a bulge.
8: The smaller poleward expansion but larger equatorial expansion results in an emission region more closely related spatially to the original auroral oval. (Note: all onset locations lay within the pre-onset auroral oval.) This can be interpreted as an indication of an oval brightening and not a classical substorm brightening which typically has the brightest intensities towards the poleward boundary.
9: The comparisons of the end locations of the emission regions in MLT from the onset locations as well as the displacement of the MLT of the maximum width away from the onset MLT give an impression that besides an overall expansion from the source region there is superposed typically a larger eastward drift of the source region of precipitation during the main phase development than during isolated substorms. This is consistent with the finding by Rowland and Wygant (1998) of an increasing electric field in the inner magnetosphere as a function of magnetic activity (Kp).
10: Gjerloev et al. (2007) developed a very important analysis tool in the ability to normalize each different substorm emission region to an average emission region with a very high correlation coefficient between the emission intensities of each substorm to the average. We could attempt these normalizations for only a small fraction of the storm-time events because we could not select the critical points as we did with the isolated events ( Fig. 1 in Gjerloev et al., 2007) . This means that the distribution of the emission intensities over the emission region was unlike the distribution of isolated substorms. This result is supported by the recent work of Kornilova and Kornilov (2009) who analyzed the spatialtemporal dynamics at micro-and meso-scales of auroras during the main phase of magnetic storms using TV observations. They concluded that indeed substantial differences do exist between the classical substorm and auroras during the magnetic storm main phase with the scenario of auroral development depending on many factors.
Conclusions
We sought to answer the question: Are there optical differences between storm-time substorms and isolated substorms? The answer is clearly yes.
Using images from the Earth Camera on the Polar spacecraft (Frank et al., 1995) , we compared the large-scale optical emission features that were displayed by substorms occurring during 16 expansion phases of magnetic storms with the features of isolated substorms. The comparison used two techniques, visual inspection and statistical comparisons. The comparisons were based on the common characteristics seen in isolated substorms that were initially identified by Akasofu (1964) and quantified by Gjerloev et al. (2008) .
The primary differences between the two sets of events are the lack of a surge/bulge and a bifurcation of the aurora in the storm-time substorms. These features are characteristics of the existence of a substorm current wedge, the ionospheric portion of the three-dimensional current system coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere during isolated substorms. If this phenomenon does not exist during substorms occurring during magnetic storms, then the magnetosphere-ionosphere current system during the storm-time substorms must be different. The puzzle becomes more complex when we add the findings that the expansion times of storm-time substorms are like half the time for isolated substorms, but with the intensities of the optical emissions roughly twice those for isolated substorms. Several of the analyses suggest that the stormtime substorms are associated more closely with the auroral oval, at least spatially, and, therefore, with the plasma sheet dynamics during the main phase development.
If the auroral characteristics had been found common for the two types of events, then the electrodynamic characteristics of the classical substorm could be assumed to exist during storm-time substorms. However, since we did not find such a commonality, it would be presumptuous to assume similar electrodynamics. These results, though restricted to only one electrodynamic parameter, must call into question the widely held assumption that there is no intrinsic difference between storm-time substorms and classical isolated substorms.
Since the optical signatures we have analyzed are only one part of the electrodynamics of substorms, and primarily imply where the ionospheric conductances are enhanced, this interpretation of our comparisons needs confirmation by the analysis of other electrodynamic parameters. To date little analysis has been performed on the electrodynamic parameters at ionospheric altitudes during the main phase, or comparisons of the electrodynamics in the magnetosphere. Until these analyses are performed we caution the applicability of classical electrodynamic substorm phenomenology and terminology when interpreting and explaining storm-time substorm phenomena.
